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Abstract:

Data stream mining and sequence mining have many applications and pose challenging
research problems. Typical applications such as network monitoring, web searching, telephone
services and credit card purchases are characterized by the need to mine continuously massive
data streams to discover up-to-date patterns, which are invaluable for timely strategic decisions.
Also the data processing speed, adaptation of data, noise and mining quality are the problems to
overcome. In this work, the author proposed a system which involves adaptive boosting, robust
regression ensemble, sequence clustering and mining quality for better data mining.
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1. Introduction:
Today  many  organizations  produce

and consume massive  data  stream. Mining
such  data  can  reveal  up-to-date  patterns
which  are  invaluable  for  timely  decisions
and it  is  different  from traditional  mining.
First, the need of online responses requires
mining to be done very fast because online
systems  have  limited  CPU  power  and
memory. Second, the data generated by this
concept  is  highly  dynamic  and  the  data
streams  are  very  noisy  due  to  lack  of
preprocessing. A  substantial  amount  of
recent  work  has  focused  on  continuous
mining  of  data  streams.  Two  fundamental
issues are associated with continuous mining
attempt  (1)  Performance  (2)  Adaptation

issue. This research work proposes a novel
adaptive boosting ensemble method to solve
the  major  problems  like  performance  and
adaptation.  In  this,  method,  decision  trees
with  a  few nodes  are  used to  achieve  fast
and light learning. These simple models are
often weak predictive models, so the authors
exploit  boosting  technique  to  improve  the
ensemble  performance.  The  traditional
boosting is modified to handle data streams,
retaining  the  essential  idea  of  dynamic
sample  weight  assignment  by  eliminating
the requirement of multiple pass through the
data. This is then extended to handle concept
drift via change detection. Change detection
aims at significant changes that would cause
sessions  deterioration  of  the  ensemble
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performance.  The  awareness  of  changes
makes it possible to build an active learning
system that adapts to changes promptly.
2. Related work:

As data stream mining has recently
become  an  important  research  domain,
concept drift is one of the central issues in
stream  data  mining.  The  first  systems
capable  of  handling  concept  drift  were
STAGGER  [SG86],  ib3  and  the  PLORA
family.  These  algorithms  provide  valuable
insights  only  on  small  datasets;  researches
have not yet established the degree to which
most of these AI approaches scale to large
problems.

Mining quality can be improved by
cleaning poor data,  using more appropriate
mining  models  or  using  more  effective
mining methods.        
3. Proposed systems:
3.1  Fast  &  Light  Stream  Boosting
Ensembles:

This paper evaluate boosting scheme
extended  with  change  detection,  named  as
adaptive  boosting,  and  compare  it  with
weighted bagging.
Geometrically, samples are points in a 3-
dimentional unit cube. The real class 
boundary is a sphere defined as

B(x) = (xi-ci) 2- r2 = 0
Robust and Adaptive stream Ensembles:

Robust   Regression   Ensemble
method  issues  for  adaptive  learning  on
noisy  data  streams  with  modest  resource
consumption.  This   method   assigns
classifier   weights   in   a   way   that
maximizes  the  training  data   with  the
learned   distribution.  This   weighting
scheme   has   theoretical   guarantee   for
adaptability   and   can   also   boost  a
collection   of   weak   classifiers   into   a
strong  ensemble.

Adaptive Boosting Ensembles:

This  ensemble  scheme  achieves
adaptability  by  actively  detecting  changes
and  discarding  the  old  ensemble  when  an
alarm of change is raised. One argument is
that old classifiers can be tuned to the new
concept by assigning them different weights.
Therefore the authors propose to learn a new
ensemble from scratch when changes occur.
The main challenge is to detect changes with
a  low  false  alarm  rate.  Two  types  of
significant  changes  occurs  1.Abrupt
changes2.Gradual  changes.Every  change
detection  Algorithm  is  a  certain  form  of
hypothesis test. To make a decision whether
or  not  a change has occurred is  to  choose
between two competing hypothesis: The null
hypothesis  H0  or  the  alternate  hypothesis
H1,  corresponding  to  a  decision  of  no
changes or change.

Figure1:  Performance  comparison  of  the
ensembles  on  data  with  moderate  gradual
concept shifts

Table  1: Performance  comparison  of  the
ensembles  on  data  with  varying  levels  of
concept shifts.
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Learning with Abrupt shifts:
Abrupt concept shifts are introduced

every 40 blocks; three abrupt shifts occur at
block 40, 80, and120.
Learning with Gradual shifts:

Gradual concept shifts are introduced
by moving the center of the class boundary
between adjacent blocks. 

Figure 2: Two types of significant changes
a) abrupt changes b) gradual changes

Robust and Adaptive stream Ensembles
Robust regression ensemble method

issues  for  adaptive  learning  on  noisy  data
streams  with  modest  resource
consumption .This method assigns classifier
weights in a way that maximizes the training
data  likelihood  with  the  learned
distribution  .This  weighting  scheme  has
theoretical  guarantee  for  adaptability  and
can  also  boost  a  collection  of  weak
classifiers in to a strong ensemble.
Subspace  Pattern  based  Sequence

Clustering:
Clustering large datasets is a challenging

data mining task. In this paper, we introduce
a  novel  clustering   model   which   is
intuitive,  capable   of   capturing   subspace
pattern  similarity  effectively.

The  author  presents  a  novel  approach
to   clustering   database   based   on   the
pattern  similarity.

1. Comparison  with  previous  models,
the  new  model   is   intuitive  for
capturing   subspace   pattern
Similarity and  reduces  complexity.

2. Unity  pattern  similarity  analysis  in
tabular  data  into  a  single  problem.

3. Present  a   scalable  sequence  used
method, seqclus  for  clustering  by
subspace  pattern  similarity.

Mining Quality:
The  usefulness  of  knowledge  models

produced  by  data mining  depends  on  two
issues.

1. Data  Quality
2. Model  adequacy
The   primary   contribution   of   this

paper   is   that   we   propose   a   unified
approach  mining  quality.
Markov networks:  

Markov   networks   have   been
successfully  applied  to  many  problems  in
different   fields,  such   as   artificial
intelligence   image   analysis,   turbo
decoding  and  condensed  matter  physics.
     Solving a Markov network involves two
phases:

1. In   learning  phase,  a   phase   that
builds  up  the  graph  structure  of
the   Markov  network,   and learns
the   two   types   of   potential
functions  ( )’s  and  ( )’s  fromѱ ɸ
the  training  data.

2. In Inference   phase,  a   phase  that
estimates   the   marginal   posterior
probabilities   (or)   the   local
maximum   posterior   probabilities
for  each  random  variable.

In (a) the white circles denote the 
random variables, and the shaded circles 
denote the external evidence. In (b) the 
potential functions are showed.
Conclusion:
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This  paper  describes  several  novel
algorithms   in   data   stream   mining,
sequence  data   clustering and  improving
data  quality  in  general. Adaptive  boosting
proposes  an  online   boosting   ensemble
method  that  constructs  a  model  of  high
accuracy and less   memory  consumption.
To improve data quality by exploiting data
interdependency  using  Markov  random
fixed  modeling.   Efficient  inference  is  by
belief  propagation,  which   passes  beliefs
many  variables  so  as  to  fill  in  missing
values,(or)  to  clean  the  data. The author
should  investigated   several   interesting
real-life  applications  such  as  cost-efficient
sensor  probing,  protein function prediction
and  sequence  data  de-noising.
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